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On algebras which resembles the 
local Weyl algebra Dn(K)

By C.W. Han, M. Miyanishi and D.Q. Zhang

Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and 

let @n(K)=M［尤i,n〕］ be the formal power series ring over K in 

n veriabtes. According to Bjork Cl］, we denote by Dn(K) the subring 

of 电idi/Q/K力 generated over K by 난le left multiplications by elements 

of Qn.(K) and partial differentials a=으
9Xi

D„(K)=0(砂：*…&〉.

where a为一为(Kronecker*  s delta) and 그The ring Da(K) 
has the S-filtration {Sv}v>0 such that &=女㈤ and Sv= (Sa 顼

(K) and 9a=9i...9nwith I a I =ad 卜a* 아 and that the associa

ted graded ring grAJ}a(K)) is a polynomial ring over Qn(K) in n variables. 

Moreover, Dn(K) has weak global dimension n, i.e., w.gl. dim (Da(K))=n.

In the present article, we consider wh改hef or not these conditions 

are sufficient to characterize the ring Da(K).

2. Structure theorems

4、
To simplify the notations, we denote Qn(K) by R. let A be a (not 

necessarily commutative) ring finitely generated over R. Consider the 

following three conditions on A :

(i) A has a filtration 河 such that & generates

A over R，E，• EwUEs for any “*丿20 and X— l広；

(ii) The associated graded ring g謨勁=急。乙/2丄 is a polynomial
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ring 끼由i, …in m variables ；

(iii) w.gl.dim(A)=n,

If A satisfies the above conditions (i) and (ii), we call it a pre-W- 

algebra over R. We denote by L the free R-module :&/%=邕矽,.

Lemma 2.1. Let K be a pre-w-algebra over R. Then we have the 

following :

(1) Let be elements of 乙 such that Y mod So for any

i. Then A is generated by …,Ym over R, which we write as A=R〈Y,…, 

YQ.

(2) For any yGL and aGR, define y[a] by

y[a]=Ya-a¥

for YGSi with y= Y(mod £»). Then y[al is independent of the choice 

时 Y, and y is 切gi觎湖 as a U丽杖皿偷嚣on R. So, we 加就 an 

R-linear map p : LTDerK(R) ； we write y[a] as p(y)(a) as well.

(3) Define a bracket product [y,z] on L by

[y,z]= YZ—ZY (mod S))

for YjZGEj with y= Y(mod So) and z= Z(mod %). Then [y,z] is well- 

defined and p is a Lie-algebra homomorphism, i.e., p([y,z])=[p(y),p(z)丄

Proof. (1) For andy fGA, we define v(f) as the smallest integer 

r with fGEr. If v(f)=r, there exists Fr(yi/",ym) CR[yi,…,ym]=the r- 

th homogeneous part of g；(A) such that f — Fr(Yi/ - - ,Ym) Sm. By indu

ction on v(f), we can verify the assertion straightforwardly.

(2) Replace Y by Y+b with bGR. Then we have 

(Y+b)a"a(Y+b)=Ya-aY,

whence Y[a] is independent of the choice of Y. Furthennore, we 

have

ytab]=Y(ab)—(ab)Y= (aY + y[a])b—abY

=abY+ayCb]+yEa]b—abY=ay[bl +y[a]b.

So, y[ ] is a K-derivation on R.

⑶ The assertion can be verified by a straightforward computati아芸 

Q.E.D.

The structure of a pre-W-algebra over R is given in the folio-
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wing :

Theorem 2.2. (1) Let k be a pre-w-algebra over R Let Y耳…,Ym 

be elements of as chosen in the previous lemma. Write

(2.0) KY-YX=芸 p“kYk+% l<i,j<m, 
k=l

were p1Jt kOy CR. Then we have the following equalities :

(2.1) S (p哄p焰 + p张甲紬+ pki，£p站) 
0=1
=y.Cpjfcs]+y)EpkJ+yip*],  s < m.

m
(22) S(p^ Bk+ Pr Oh+ p虹皿)

=y£ojk]+yXcJ+YkCciJ, l<i, j, k < m.

(2.3) pw= — p*  0= — <i, j, k < m.

The elements {骚；i,j,kW m} are determined uniquely by the Lie 

cdgebra L and the choice of 'R.-free basis {y“…,y^} of L.

(2) Suppose we are given as in Lemina 2.1. the Lie algebra L and 

a俄'RrLinear map p ； I—DenR which is a Lie-algebra hmomorphism. 

For an R：枷 basis {贝,…,y*  of L, suppose we are given dements 

{cy > 1< i,j <m} satisfying the conditions (2.2) and (23) above. Then 

there exists an R-algebra A with a ^filtration {&}*  such that

(i) A is generated over R by elements 爲…,Ym ；

(ii) The equalities (2.0) ~ (2.3) hold ；

(iii) 乙 ={&见Y-fUR, Ya=Y：Y； 丨 a I <아 for any v>0 ；

(iv) grHA)스iR[y、…,ym] : =the symmetric algebra of L over R.

Proof. (1) By the definition of in Lemma 2.1, {p心；：*i, 

j, k <m} are the multiplication constants of the Lie algebra L. Hence 

they are uniquely determined by the choice of the R-free basis {y、,…yM 

of L. if one chooses {贝,…,YJ as in Lemma 2.1, then {l,Yi/"Ym} 

is an R-free basis of Xi. Then the equalities (2.1) and (22) follow 
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from the Jacobi identity :

[Y,Y」,YJ+[工 Y”YJ,Y〕+[[加Y],YJ=0, 

where [Y“Y】=Y,Yj—YY・

(2) Let {Yi,…,Ym} be indeterminates and let A be the free R-algebra 

generated by Y】,…Ym modulo the two-sided ideal I generated by

m
{YYj—YjYi — Sr^Yk—； l<i,j, k < m} and 

k=i

{¥f—fYi—p(y)(f)；l%m, VfeR}.

We write ylf] = p(y)(f) by identifying Y/s with y/s in L. We can 

employ the proof of the Poincare-Birkoff-Witt theorem (cf. Jacobson 

[긴) without major changes in the present situation to show that 

every element of A is written uniquely as a linear combination of 

skmijarri nuM^mials in with ^efficients in R. In particular,

난le equalities (2.1) and (22) imply that 乙 (with the notation in 

(iii)) is a free R-module generated by LYi,…,Note that there 

is a surjective homomorphism. 0 : RtYi,- - - ,Ym]->grE(A). Its kernel is 

generated by the relations 贝力一yy and yf—fy” i, j<m. But

these elements are already zero in R[,Yi,…丫启. Hence W(A)dR[j& 

—,yml Q.E.D.

Let A be a pre-W-algebra over R We are interested in the existence 

of an R-algebra homomorphism from A to the local Weyl algebra 

Dn(K).

Theorem 2.3. Let N be a pre-W-algebra over R Then the following 

conditions on A are equivalent:
(1) There is an ^.-algebra homomorphism 규 A~스瓦(K) such that p(Zv) 

rSv for all v20 and pl S induces the Lie-algebra homomorphism p ： L ： 

= Si/So->Derk(R).

(2) There exists a lifting 僅,…,Ym} of the R-free basis {yi,—,ym} in 

Si for which Oy=0,l< i, j <m.

(3) There exist {사!:in R such that
m

(2.4) 5= £pyg ae+ylaj—y^aj, j<m.
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(4) There exists an R二枷 submodule Lof Si such that Lis dosed 

under the bracket product [Y,Z]=YZ~ZY and the natural residw homo- 

morphism n I L L—>L.

Proof ⑴Note that Dn(K) acts on R in the natural fashion. 

So, A acts on R via the homomorphism p. For YGSi, let a=p(Y)-l 

and let Y'—Y—a. Then, since p(Y)GSi =®R—+R, we know that 
〜 〜 t=l SXj
p(Y0^DerK(R). In particular, p^) -1=0. Now, for the given lifting {Yi/**,  

Ym}, we set ¥=Yl，HY)T, KiWm. Then is a lifting

of {Yg…,y파} in Si. We assume from the beginning that Y=Y” 

LViKm. Then the equality (2.0) implies 하=0 (17< i, j^m) because 

6(Y足 DeMR).

S~D・ Suppose {為…,Y과 is the given lifting of {y* …yj and fL…,Y표} 

is a lifting for which gu=0 when we write

(2.0) 오YlYjY产 Sr^Yk+os, l<i,j<m.
k=l

Then Yl=Yi+a1 with a ER. Replacing Y, in (2.0)，by this expression, 

we obtain the equality (2.4).

(3)t(2). Conversely, if we are given {&}号皿 satisfying (2.4), 오et 

Then (Y"…,Yj is a lifting of {y%…,yj for which s=0.

⑵一능(4)丄여: {Y.…,Ym} be as in (2) above. Let tbe the R-submodule 

of Ei generated by Yi/",Ym. Then Lis a free R-module. Since cy=o, 

we readily verify that E^Zj^tfor any Clearly, n induces an 

isomorphism between t and L.

⑷-능⑴. De打ne 6 匚스Deh(R) by p(Y)=p(7i(y), Extend this to Si in 

a natural fashion by putting pj^—idR. Furthermore, we extend pto 

the free R^algebra F generated by Yi,"\Ym as follows. For an element 

Y.f—Y f of F with Y：曰L…,Yj and f ^R, defineM 耳 노，r 斗 *j

Y£“Y瑟a)=y户囘邛.•电(羽…叮口，

where y^=jr(Y^) and fTb] : =fb€R. In view of ⑵ of Theorem 22 
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A is identified with the residue ring of F by the two-sided ideal 

I considered in Theorem 22 So, in order to have pas above, we 

have only to show that

YCyjCal]-y]EyiEaJ]= kSpijkyk[a] and

y^fa]=+y^fla

fo호 aGR. These equations hold, in fact, because p : U^Derx(R) being 

a Lie-algebra homomorphism implies

ylyj W1 - ylyjEal ] = [yb yj[a]= S pyJt ykCa] 
k=l

and the second equality above. QED

If a pre-W-algebra A over R satisfies one of the equivalent conditions 

in Theorem 2.3, we call A a W-algebra over R.

Remark 2.4 (1) Suppose that p : L~>Dert(R) is an isomorphism. 

Then, as an R-free basis {贝,…,y*  of L, we can tak운 y，=p¥으"). 

Then p^—0 for all 1< i, j, k <m. So the case with all p让=0 晶 

take place. We then say that L is essentially abelian,

(2) Suppose L is essentially abelian. Let {yi,"-,ym} be an R-free 

basis of L such that [yb y^l=0,1 < i, j <m and let {y"…be such 

that y^Y/mod S)) and 丫乂一£丫=%£¥。= K—(0) for l<i, j<m i 

Wj・ Suppose that p(贝)(M)Em, where G is 산}e maximal ideal of 

R・ Then we cannot find {&}只聞 so that the equallity (24) holds, 

there exists an R-algebra A satisfying these conditions. In fact, we 

can take A to be the residue ring of an R-free algebra F generated 

by L …,丫頃 modulo the two-sided ideal I as considered in Theorem 

22,(2). Then p cannot be extended to an R-algebra homomorphism 
~ A
p: A-^Dn(K) as considered in Theorem 2.3.
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3. Case L is essentially abelian

we begin with the following:

Lemma 3.1. Let A. be a W-algebra over R with an R-algebra homomor- 

phism p： A」스D"(K) which ts an extension of the Lie-(dgebm homomorphism 

p : L-^DerK(R). Then we have w.gI.dim(A)>n.

Proof. Note that any element of A can be expressed as £=£丄矿, 
where faWR and Ya=Y：'… 내 (cf. the equality Ya-aY=y[a] in Le- 

mma 2.1). Furthermore, thi응 expression is unique. Indeed, if we have 

a nontrivial expression Sa£aYa=:0 then this yields a homogenous 

皿此土里i조1一主니초也m

„ 八 ai am
.町产=0,矿=顷、，

I a I 그v * m

where v=max{ lai； t#。}. This contradicts the hypothesis that grs(A) 

is a polynomial ring in %外 over R. Hence A is a free R-module, 

whence A is R-flat as a left R-module. Similarly, S can be expressed 

uniquely as £=2“％ So, a is R-flat as a right R-module. Hence 

A is R-flat as a ring. In view of Bjork Cl ； Cor. 2.9, p.42], we 

have

(*)  w.diniR (A®M) < w.dimJA®M)
R R

for any left R-module M. Take an R-module K=R/. with < =(xi,…,xJR・ 

Then, by the theory of syzyzy, we know that w.dimR(K)=n ； in fact, 

Tc峪(K的=K^(0). Then 난le above inequality (*)  implies that w.dimA 

(A®K)>n. Hence
w嵐 dim(A)2 n. Q.E.D.

We shall be concerned with the condition w.gl.dim(A)=n for a 

W-algebra over R.

Theorem 3.2. Let k be a W-algebra over R with an R-algebra 
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homomorphism p： A-^DnCK). Suppose that L is essentially abelian and 

A has w.gl.dim(A)=n. Then pis an injection.

Proof. Let pf=p|L, where £is an R-free submodule of Xi isomorphic 

to L as a Lie algebra (cf. Theorem 23). Then there exists an R- 

free mbasis {Yi,…，為} of tsuch that KYj=jYjY, for 1 < i,j < m. Let 

L=@KYi and let Q=Ker(pil Lp. Then QCpi(L) is a direct sum 
as fie algebras and Q is contained in the center of A. Let B be 

A 〜
the R-subalgebra generated of Dn(K) by pi(L) and let J be the two- 

sided ideal of A generated by Q. Then A/J and B is a W-algebra 

over R. Indeed, we may take {Y"…,Yj so that (Yr+i/"Ym} is a K- 

basis of Q. Let Yi=6i(¥), K 匸 Then B is generated by 為…,Yr 

over R which act on R via the derivations &=yl 1, l<i<r 

Noter ^hat {Yi^X} are fineariy iiKfepesr^nt over R. We 兩血：

Lemma 3.3. are algebraically independent over R. Namely,
if 疔‘=0 with fjER and …8" then £>=0 for all y.

y 1 r

Proof. Denote by Q(R) the quotient field of R. We can find 
△2,…dE® R81 satisfying the following 

conditions :

(1) 禽 Q(R)&=^Q(A)A；

. n 0
(2) if we express △户 SatJQj with ayGR and 0=3領"and de

fine 玮 miiHj；为：#： 아 then 1Si<s2 <-"<Sr. 3

Suppose we have a nontrivial relation S 琰丫=0. Let v=max{ I 7 I ； G 壬 
0}. Expressing & as a Q(R)-linear combinations of A/s and substituting 

it for & in ££尸=0, we obtain a nontrivial relation SgyAY=0 with 

{ I Y I ；务 w 0}=v. Expressing then Ay in terms of /=气 …气 

obtain （*） 

（*）詩萨鹹）財".=°，

where Y =(丫耳…0 …0) if Y=("…，/). Among g/s with I y I =v

max

,we
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and g洋:0, let (%,…,％) be the largest with respect to the lexicographic 

relation ： (丫广・丫「)2(丫七…,W) if and only if Yi=yi ,"\Yt-i==Yt-b
Then (& .IKa )^ga has no other terms in (*)  to cancel with. This 

l—l IS]
is a contradiction. QED.

Proof of Theorem 3.2 resumed. The above lemma implies that 

B is isomorphic to a W-algebra over R generated by Yi,…,Yr・ Since 

any element of A is expressed uniquely in the form

(**)  O二£心丫丫+屯 fyeR and
Y

where f=Y；'"Y：；we know 난lat A/J is isomorphic to B.

Now we can easily show that A으 BlYr+i,…,Ym], a polynomial ring 

in Yr+i,…,Ym over B (cf. the above expression (*  *)  of 0 By Bjork 

口 ； Th・ 3.4, p.43], we have w.gl.dim(A)=w.gl.dim(B)+(in-r)>n + m 

~r (cf. Lemma 3.1). By 나止 hypothesis w.gLdim(A)=n, we have m=r 

This implies J=(0). Hence A工 B. Q.E.D.

A W-algebra A over R is called a ^-subalgebra of Da(K) provided 

pis injective.

Theorem 3.4. There is a one-to-one correspondemce between the set 

cf -subalgebras of Dn(K) and the set cf 'Rrsubmodules L of derK(R) 

satisfying the conditions :

(L-l) Lis a free R-submodule cf DerK(R)；

(L-2) £is closed under the bracket product of DerK(R).

人
Proot Let A be a W-subalgebra of D”(的.Then we can find an 

R-free submodule L of Si which is isomorphic to L： =Ei/So Since 

pis injective, so is p ' L-^DetK(R). Hence Eis an R-free submodule 

of DerK(R). Since p • (n I L) is a Lie-algebra homomorphism, L is 

closed under the bracket product (tf. theorem 2.3). Conversely, let 

Ebe an R-submodule of DerK(R) satisfying the condition (L-l) and 

(L-2). Let {Yi,…,Y贝} be an R-free basi오 of t Then we have :
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m
(1) Y,Y厂Y；Y,= EwY,  l<i,j<m,*

k=i

(2) Y£—fY,=y』f] for feR and l<i<m.

Construct an R-algebra A as in Theorem 2・2, (2). Then the natural 

R-algebra homomorphism A->Dn(IQ is injective (cL the proof of Lemma 

33). Q.E.D.

A
A W-subalgebra A of Dn® is said to be of maximal rank if rank 

t—n. We shall consider the c^e n=l. then L is essentially 죠belim 

Hence there exists an R-algebra homomorphism p*  A~>Di(K) which 

must be injective by virtue of Theorem 32 We set Y=Y» a free 

generator of the R-module "cf. Theorem 23). Then we have Yx—xY=f, 

whs後 with uGR*.  R^fecing^ Y by urY, we m可席tsne that

We shall 아low ：

Lemma 3.5. Tor：(K，K)=K if r>2, while it is zero if r=l. Tor： 

(K，K)=K if r=L

Proof. Suppose r >0. Then K is a two-sided A-module. As a right 

A-module, K has the following free A-module resolution:

OfA 효 e】A宙 e；A-오' eoA JO,

where s is the natural residue homomorphism and(i=0,l) is given 

as :

%(%)=寫丫，叩o(e；)=e°x and (p1(e2)=e1x-ei(Y+xrl).

Take the tensor product of this sequence with a left A-module 

K=Av to obtain the complex:

0-*e2A®Av _(eiA@)Av)㊉eoA®Av->0, A A 1 A

where we can make the identification : eA®Av= ei®Kv for ^=60,61, e；
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A
and e2. Then it is dear that 阻=隔=0 if r>2. Hence To&(K,K) 

=K if r>2. If r= 1, 난len «(e；®v)= — e(2)v, whence 虱 is injective. 
So, Tor：(K,K)=0 if r=l. If r=l, Tor：(K，K)=K because 瓦=0.

A
If n>2, we know little on W-subalgebras of Dn(K) even if it is 

of maximal rank. We shall give two partial results.

Proposition 3.6. Let A be a W-subalgebra of maximal rank of

Dn(K) corresponding to a Lie subalgebra with 丫〔=% — and n

2L Then we have

m : v • 꼬。］｛匡蘇玲구｝=2井(i ； 箱i ； 춰. Hence ml

for all i provided w.gLdim(A)=n.

Proof. Let Si be the free algebra generated by Yi over a one

dimensional polynomial ring KExJ modulo the two-sided ideal generated 

by YiXi—XiYi=xf Sice 丫「匕=丫丫 and xY「=Yx if i*j,  A is isomorphic 

to

(S 咚)理•••賢)g%R,

where Si ®Sn is regarded as an algebra over KExb... ,x【L Consider 

a complex

(C): O^e Se ,S©e Se S —K—0, 
1 Z 丄 1 X J. x v X

which is defined in the same fashion as in the proof of Lemma 

3-5 with A replaced by Si. It is a resolution of the two-sided Si-module 

K by free fight Si-modules. The complex C： =(G®'"®Ovr ® nR 
. K K KLxl. -»XnJ
i a resolution of the two-sided A-module K by free righ촌 A-modules. 

Let C (resp. C) be the complex obtained from C (resp. 0 by replacing 

K by 0. Then, taking the tensor products with the left A-module 

K, we obtain C : =C(X)Km Ci®—®Cn, where C=G8)K By the Kunneth
A k K A
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formula for homolgies, we have

Tor*K ，K)으“+㊉To?(K,K)®-®ToryK)

Thence we obtain the stated form니a in view of Lemma 3.5. 

QED.

Proposition 3.7. Let K be a W-subalgebra of maximal rank of A 0
D2(K) corresponding to a Lie subalgebra Z=RYi+RY2 with Kg—, where

A—Xjf+x2gGAf:=Rxi~l-Rx2. Suppose that h is a homogeneous polynomial 
in Xi and x2. Then Tor(K,K)#：0 and Tor%K»K)=0.

3 4

Proof. We have 한｝e following relations :

Y^-^Y^-h^+h Y2

快-&匕=0 = 丫2% -

oh
where . Construct a complex of right A-modules -

Of A 오f e2A@e^©e；A©e^

eq由 e；AG)e；A<$)e；A—史來售K-0

where :

(0) K is the twosided A-niodule with x , l==yi • 1=0 for i=l,2 ；

(i) 恕)=1；

(ii) (P0(e1)=e0Y1,我(弓)=%%,标弓)=%丫2，啊(旦)=告％ ；

(iii) =eixi—ei0^+f) - eg,  q)i(e；)=_e；f+e；X2*

-e*  (Y2+g),啊(弓)=牛2—布丫1，的(旦)=一旦丫2+宙:、；

(iv) <P2(e3)=e2x2(Y1+g+hXi)+e；x1(Y1+f+hxl).

-歩］(丫2+g+hx2)- eM(Y】+f + \)

It is straightforward to show that this comploex is a resolution of 

K right free A-modules. The stated result follows from this observation.
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Q.E.D.
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